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A simulated tank environment. Bohemia Interactive Simulations, or BISim, works with 60 different militaries around the world and 300 integrators serving those militaries. (BAE Systems) When asked ...
Simulation sandbox can speed development of uncrewed military vehicles
Arena Stage is presenting the world premiere historical drama “Camp David,” the story of how President Jimmy Carter, Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat ...
‘Camp David’ at Arena Stage
A night view of the St. Louis Arena on Sept. 24, 1929. The Arena was built to be the home of livestock shows, but it also booked sporting events and was the site of the National Air Show the ...
From its opening night, big things were predicted for the St. Louis Arena
Tom Lorenz, general manager of Pinnacle Bank Arena, died Saturday morning at a local hospital. He was 65. Lorenz had recently been diagnosed with cancer and was hospitalized due to pain issues ...
Tom Lorenz, Pinnacle Bank Arena manager, dead at 65
Wednesday’s announcement that Blake Shelton will open his “Back to the Honky Tonk” tour in Lincoln in February wasn’t just the first notice of a concert coming to the arena in 2023.
On The Beat: Look for a country-heavy spring at the arena
An Australian school community sent thousands into a panic after photos of a “meteor landing” in the playground were posted online and shared around the world. Images of suited-up scientists ...
School’s meteorite landing simulation sends thousands into a panic
The McCarthy Ice Arena welcomes the community back to the arena for another great year of winter sports. Stop by the Evans Street arena and check out the recent improvements to the rink ...
SKATING: David M. McCarthy Memorial Ice Arena hosting open house weekend this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
The presented simulation program is currently the most comprehensive software and opens up new windows to the universe. "We can explore new energy ranges in the simulation that couldn't fully be ...
New computer simulation aids in the search for the origin of cosmic rays
With a decent sound, a lot of volume, and a cute egg-shaped design, the SteelSeries Arena 3 is a great pair of PC stereo speakers. However, it also lacks that sub-bass gamers crave and the ...
SteelSeries Arena 3 review
Raleigh, N.C. — When the Carolina Hurricanes open their season Oct. 12 against Columbus at home, they will still be staking at PNC Arena. PNC and the Hurricanes have agreed to a 90-day extension ...
Hurricanes negotiating arena naming rights extension with PNC
Twenty-five years ago, the chart-topping Manchester band - fronted by the pugnacious Gallagher brothers, Liam and Noel - stopped off in Newcastle for two sold-out dates at the Arena, the 16th and ...
Oasis at Newcastle Arena 25 years ago - the band and fans in photographs
my Mermaid is a completely new mermaid rearing simulation game that allows users to enjoy aquarium-forming while leading a healing life with beautiful and unique mermaids called “Mymaids.” ...
Mermaid raising simulation game my Mermaid announced
Navratilova, now 65, recently became an ambassador for Sense Arena, a Czech Republic-founded virtual reality sports training company that is launching a new tennis product. Born in Prague and raised ...
Tennis Great Martina Navratilova on Sense Arena’s New Virtual Reality Training for Tennis
AFK Arena is one of the most popular mobile games you can make progress on without actually playing. An arena battling game, AFK Arena allows you to set up your team and let them fight away while ...
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